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INTERNATIONAL FEATURE
WE ALL NEED ESCAPE. Some of us more than others. You might count Uli
Weber among the latter. The renowned German-born photographer – whose
dynamic fashion work and revelatory portraits of celebrities and artists occupy
a huge space in our visual consciousness – makes his home in London, but
is always on the go. So when it’s time to say basta to all the globetrotting for a
bit, Weber heads straight for his palazzo in Puglia.
Hailed for his keen eye and pristine technique, Weber seems to have shot
anyone who is anyone, from Sting (swathed in a vividly red, fake fur coat) and
Keira Knightley, to Kate Moss and Lily Cole. But stars and cover girls aren’t his
only subjects. He’s captured architect Oscar Niemeyer and designer Achille
Castiglioni and produced an entire book covering the Goodwood Revival, the
vintage motor event held on the West Sussex estate of the Duke of Richmond.

HOLD IT!

Bedfellows

P U G L I A , I TA LY

FEATURE
HEART’S DESIRE

first floor, with its great, vaulted rooms and marble and tile floors. Gathered
over time, his furnishings range from Art Deco to a white leather B&B Italia
sofa from the 1980s. “The main criteria” he says for anything he chooses to
live with, “is that I must like it visually. But I don’t mind a wild card every so
often. Things don’t have to be perfect. I’d rather mix and match.”
While no country cabin, Weber’s singularly stylish home-away-fromhome shares with the humblest getaway a just-the-essentials aspect. True, a
shockingly pink salon sports a photo he made of a nude model adorned in a
riot of body paint. But the sparsely furnished dining room looks almost empty,
thanks to a quartet of Philippe Starck’s Ghost Chairs. And Weber doesn’t rely
on much more than a coolly linear MDF Italia bed and a tiny, tripod side table
to make himself a bedroom.
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In BUCKS COUNTY, PA modernist architecture and collections of Americana
make for an unexpected yet harmonious pairing
TEXT JORGE S. ARANGO PHOTOGRAPHY STEPHEN KENT JOHNSON
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When he puts down his camera and steps away from the studio, Uli Weber heads to his retreat under the Italian sun

The low-slung house’s Freeport Ledge stone,
a kind of quartzite, was locally quarried
then laid by Amish craftsmen.
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Weber’s own country retreat was once the home of local nobility. The
house, parts of which date to the 16th century, had lain empty for decades
before the photographer acquired it. Not surprisingly, the property required
some considerable TLC. The new padrone di casa executed an extensive
renovation while exercising admirable respect for original details – floors,
doors and windows – that are key to the character of the place. He even
embraced the pink porcelain fixtures in the master bathroom. He also saw to
it that the garden was refreshed, and installed a beautifully big pool.
Weber transformed the former stalls and servants’ quarters on the ground
floor into a guest apartment with a 70s vibe and made himself at home on the

The places we live impact how we feel, even how we move
through the day, how quickly we get out of bed, the meals we opt
to make. In the city, one might be content to pass the weekend at
home, ordering in and reading or binging on a favorite Netflix show.
In the country, it’s only natural to get outside, even if that just means
sitting in the sun and letting the mind wander. “I am very much at
ease,” reflects Weber of his sojourns in Italy. “They allow me to relax,
entertain friends or spend a few days simply in my own company. Not
to forget the proximity of the sea and the ever-changing winds.” Who
could ask for anything more?
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STUDIO WILLIAM HEFNER:
CALIFORNIA HOMES II

William Hefner
Images Publishing • $85
A follow-up to the success
of 2013’s California Homes,
this book includes imagery,
sketches, design notes and
behind-the-scenes stories
chronicling the homes he
built and designed.

B R I A N PA Q U E T T E
PHOTOGRAPHS BY HARIS KENJAR

AT HOME: EVOCATIVE AND
ART-FORWARD INTERIORS

Brian Paquette
Photography by Haris Kenjar
GIBBS-SMITH • $35
Interior design should not be
sterile or static; it’s a living
extension of art meant to be
touched, used and admired.
This mindset is the heart of
Paquette’s interiors.

FABRICATOR

Sérgio J. Matos
sergiojmatos.com

Q&A

POLTRONA ANAHÍ -TRATADA CHAIR

What is your favorite Brazilian furniture design and why does it appeal to you?
Banco Kansai by Ronald Sasson. The piece is beautiful, intriguing and haute couture
of the industry. It is made of brass and leather but inspired by woven fiber baskets.

ARREIO CHAIR

The art and crafts of the tannery imbue the concept
of the “Poltrona Arreio” with regional identity. The
belts designed to tie the saddle to the horse’s body and
mined at the open market in Campina Grande in
Paraíba gain evidence as a raw material.

Julia Child once said, “There is nothing nicer
than a kitchen really made for a cook. Things
that are designed to be used always have an
innate beauty.” The kitchens in this portfolio
run the gamut from modern classic to edgy
rustic, but one thing is for sure, they all have
that innate beauty Child spoke of.

Which American designer do you greatly admire and why?
I really like Victor J. Papanek’s ideal of believing in social, ecologically sustainable
design and products that are not just industrial.

Q&A

LISBOA TABLE

My Pazetto chair is one of my favorite pieces and has aspects that
motivate me a lot. It has graphic elements of Brazilian modernism from the 1950s that I admire very much. The other important
characteristic is part of my way of thinking about design: in my
pieces I always avoid using noble woods that have been taken
directly from nature, instead, valuing trivial raw material such
as MDF that uses wood waste, turning it into a high-value design
piece. For me, it is a way to reframe the fate of the raw material
and the perception of what a valuable object means.

The “One Note Samba” is a song composed by Tom Jobim and is well
known for a curious characteristic: with only one note, the composer
sings all the verses, however, in a very Brazilian way. Tom Jobim
surprises us in the chorus using all the notes of scale. Lisboa refers to
the famous tiles from Lisbon, Portugal which are blue monochromatic. The design conception of the Lisboa table is in the monochromatic
color work, but not so much ... the tonal nuance of blue composes,
just like in the song, the movement of the color scale through design.
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Joyful bursts of color are a mainstay in Brazilian
design; does the use of vibrant colors reflect Brazil’s
cultural and artistic communities?
Color is nature’s most important survival tool; it
draws attention to food, resting places and warns of
danger. Color is light-dependent, so maybe for this
reason Brazilian design is characterized by the use
of colors. We live in a region that is fully bathed in
light most of the year, everything is more colorful…
insects, birds, flowers and fruit. The appropriation
of color by the senses is indeed a community
phenomenon because it is not restricted to design
or just the arts. In a way it influences all aspects of
life, even in speaking and reacting to life’s problems.
Brazilian design objects have part of their conception
linked to this feeling that is both personal and
collective.
Who do you most admire in the design world and why?
I admire Vladimir Kagan mainly for the projects in
organically carved wood, they are true pieces of art
that influenced the furniture industry of the 20th
century tremendously. Kagan had an alternative trait
to German modernism, a style that almost glimpsed
an idyllic future for design objects.

We asked our designers two questions
to get their unique takes on
kitchen design aesthetic:
1. What is an indulgent memory of your
childhood kitchen? And 2. How did you
arrive at this kitchen blueprint?

Q&A
What is your favorite Brazilian design and
why does it appeal to you?
I’d choose my Machina & Manus chaise
lounge for its sensual flowing shape, a true
sculpture on which you can comfortably lay.
FABRICATOR

Guto Indio da Costa
indiodacosta.com

AVA CHAIR

The Ava chair was inspired by the side
view of a flower; the Ava backrest and seat
are beautifully curved surfaces which freely
emerge from the same origin, as petals
usually do. It was designed to be extremely
comfortable with very slim and delicate
surfaces, opposing the idea that comfort
needs volume. The tripod configuration, the
proportions and the slenderness make this
a very distinctive contemporary armchair.

MACHINA & MANUS CHAISE LOUNGE

ASPIREDESIGNANDHOME.COM

Playing with Fire
TEXT JORGE S. ARANGO

DEBORAH L. MARTIN

Is there one designer who has inspired you
throughout your career?
My choice is Hartmut Esslinger. Although
he was originally born in Germany, we
could say he’s got a very American soul
since he has lived and worked in the U.S.
for such a long time. He is a designer who
has influenced a whole generation with the
concept “Form Follows Emotion,” going
against the previous idea of “Form Follows
Function.” Esslinger is the founder of Frog
Design, and is a true design legend.

Emily Followill

Wagner Archela

raizproject.com/designers/wagner-archela

Wagner Ziegelmeyer

Débora Zandonai

PAZETTO CHAIR

FABRICATOR

Risk and experimentation drive the ceramic works of Reinaldo Sanguino

Cole Wilson

Photography by Olga Michi
TeNEUES • $60
A new photographic look
at how indigenous cultures
and their people change
under the influence of the
outside and still maintain their
traditions. 164 photographs
of intense impact.

PA Q U E T T E

OLGA MICHI: VULNERABLE
COLOURS AND FACES OF INDIA:

Introduction and
Photography by
David Krasnostein
TeNEUES • $65
David Krasnostein captures
the experiences and histories
of everyday people in India.
His striking images are
prefaced by an introduction
describing the Indian culture,
religion and rituals he has
come to know and love.

ASPIREDESIGNANDHOME.COM
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Thayse Gomes

$35.00 U.S.

E VO C AT I V E A N D A R T- FO R WA R D I N T E R I O R S

E VO C AT I V E A N D A R T- FO R WA R D I N T E R I O R S

How does a person allow their lifestyle to resonate within
their home? Through fabric? A particular scent? Surface
texture? Light exposure? By sharing a process of design for
the ten homes featured in this book, readers can begin to
consider their own memories and aspirations for how they
too can create a home interior that is a true reflection of
themselves—past, present, and future.

AT HOM E

AT HOM E
E VO C AT I V E A N D A R T- F O R WA R D I N T E R I O R S

Evoking memories of the past and aspirations for
the future to create unique contemporary interiors.
Interior design should not be sterile or static; it’s a living
extension of art meant to be touched, used, and admired.
This mindset is at the heart of Brian Paquette’s interiors.

TEXT TATE GUNNERSON PHOTOGRAPHY SEAN HENDERSON INTERIOR DESIGN GIL MELOTT / STUDIO 6F

ROUNDUP
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STUDIO WILLIAM HEFNER
CALIFORNIA HOMES II

AFTER suffering
a severe HEART ATTACK,
multidimensional artist,
designer and entrepreneur
GIL MELOTT
STREAMLINED his
entire LIFE,
STARTING at HOME

bench

Designer: Jessica Davis/Atelier Davis Project Location: Atlanta, GA Kitchen
Memory: Our kitchen where I grew up in Hong Kong was closed off from the
rest of the house but had really high ceilings and large steel-framed windows that
looked out over the mountainside. It was always bright and airy and felt sort of
Art Deco classic. Even though steel-framed windows are a bit faddish now, they
evoke fond memories from childhood. Blueprint: I wanted to keep the design
tied to the period of the home but updated for modern living. We salvaged
the old Magnolia wood. Because the skylights bring in so much light, I felt
comfortable going dark on the cabinets and counters and the Fireclay tile added
a bit of vintage feel and a lot of texture. And of course, the red stove for a pop
of color. Resources: Tile: Fireclay Tile. Hardware: Nest Studio. Appliances:
AJ Madison. Sconces: Worley’s Lighting. Counters: Dekton.

ASPIREDESIGNANDHOME.COM

When New York-based artist Reinaldo Sanguino entered art
school in his native Venezuela, his intention was to become a
painter. But it was there, during his rendezvous with ceramics,
that his artistic trajectory took a radical turn.
Though Sanguino’s pots do look painterly, he says
emphatically, “I’m a true ceramist. I am devoted to the medium.
The material I’m using is glazes, not paint. I’m not trying to
emulate brushstrokes or anything that’s connected to painting.
As images they might look very painterly, but in my process I’m
not interested in anything having to do with painting.”
Primarily, Sanguino’s almost religious conversion to
clay from paint had to do with a trio of basic elements:
three-dimensionality, tactility and unpredictability. “There’s
a different space I have to tackle that has nothing to do with
two-dimensionality,” he explains. Somehow the flat surface of a
canvas was less alluring, perhaps because of the way it removes
the viewer from the full sensorial experience of an object.
Painting is not meant to be touched, putting distance between
the art and the one who is experiencing it. Paintings also freeze
images and the span of hours, days, months required for their
creation; it fixes them in a way that makes them static.

Conversely, we can approach and interact with
Sanguino’s work from 360 degrees and from above –
sculpturally, in other words. But that is not an end in
itself. That’s where tactility comes in. “My work is very
physical,” he observes. “I want to feel all that texture.”
That is why Sanguino often mixes “chicken grit” (a
crushed stone so called because it is often added to
poultry feed) and why, he says, “My preference is to
have variation between matte and texture. If you run
your hand over them, you’re going to find yourself
experiencing various textures.”
Last, there is the excitement of risk in what Sanguino
defines as “that mysterious aspect of ceramics. I’ve been
doing this for many years, so I know generally how glazes
will behave in the kiln. But even so, anything can happen
in there. You cannot have full control, which has kept me
doing this work.”
All of this, of course, informs his love of the
materiality of clay itself, something he experienced in
a workshop taught by the legendary Peter Voulkos that
he attended. “It was incredible to see his connection
with clay,” recalls Sanguino. “It’s something that has
stayed with me forever.” Other clay artists he admires
include American craft potter Warren MacKenzie – who
encouraged him to come to the U.S. and to attend the Haystack Mountain School
of Crafts in Deer Isle, Maine – as well as Japanese-American ceramic sculptor
Akio Takamori and figurative ceramic sculptor Rudy Autio (he attended another
workshop taught by both men at Peters Valley School of Craft in New Jersey).
Sanguino’s current body of work includes wheel-thrown vases and stools,
as well as larger, more sculptural pieces hand-built from slabs of clay. All involve
multiple layering of glazes, a minimum of three firings and, often, five (especially
those that require metallic glazes). It is labor-intensive and, also, emotionally
taxing. “Everybody thinks it’s so much fun,” he laughs. “But it takes so much
out of me just to start.” All the work is spontaneous – no sketches, no testing of
glazes, no preconceived notions.
Of course, Sanguino’s art has
evolved over the years. The latest series
he’s producing out of his Long Island
City studio consists of collaborations
with various friends outside traditional
visual art circles, including a florist and
a gym coach who does needlework and
knitting on the side. “It’s a completely
original way of working because I have
no way of knowing what is happening,”
he explains. “Some of it feels almost
dangerous.”
Sanguino’s work can be seen at The
Future Perfect gallery in New York. The
gallery will also be showing his work
at Design Shanghai in November and
Design Miami in December.

vases

Serax x Yotam Ottolenghi
FEAST Tableware by Ottolenghi
With an abundance of colors, vegetable prints and
positive vibes the brand-new FEAST collection reflects
everything its creator stands for. The British-Israeli
chef Yotam Ottolenghi created this range of expressive
tableware with the most joyful of gatherings in mind:
coming together with friends and family, sharing food
and exchanging stories. On this project the chef joined
hands with Italian artist Ivo Bisignano. “Ivo is a good
friend as well as a soul-mate for the creative process in
all Ottolenghi graphics,” Yotam Ottolenghi states. “His
art, in whatever medium, is honest, expressive, bold,
joyful and colorful. Attributes we strive to achieve in
our food.” food52.com

UPPER LEFT CLOCKWISE: SOIE CHANGEANTE BRUME WALLPAPER elitis.fr RORSCHACH BUTTERFLIES WALLPAPER robertmalmberg.com TUAREG WALLPAPER IN AZUL POOL
katieleede.com JAMY YANG TRANSCENDENT RUG COLLECTION NOVA | taipingtent.com
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aspire design and home is seeker and storyteller of the sublime in living. It is a global guide to in-depth and varied views of beauty and shelter that stirs
imagination; that delights and inspires homeowners as well as art and design doyens. Collaborating with emergent and eminent architects, artisans, designers,
developers and tastemakers, aspire creates captivating content that savors the subjects and transports with stunning imagery and clever, thought-provoking
writing. Through lush and unique visuals and a fresh editorial lens, aspire explores what is new and undiscovered in art, interiors, design, culture, real estate,
travel and more. aspire design and home is an international narrative and resource for all seeking the sublime.

Amy Sneider
EDITOR IN CHIEF
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KIOSK DELUXE “BAZAAR” CHAIR

Established
Motifs
Design + Architecture

Our project features are carefully curated
to showcase design and architecture that
readers can’t find elsewhere.
Lifestyle

Design reaches every aspect of our lives,
which is why we are presenting travel,
cuisine, book and art recommendations
that tie into our readers’ interests.
Archetypes

Four leading designers join us in every issue
to take over our editorial pages and discuss
their favorite trends and finds in the design
industry.

INTERIOR DESIGN HENDRICKS CHURCHILL PHOTO TIM LENZ

Roundups

A collection of our favorite philosophies
from leading design professionals,
centered around a specific design element.
Goods

From furniture to fixtures, our editors
thoughtfully select each product highlighted
in an issue of aspire design and home.
Muse

Recurring column takes a closer, more
intimate, look at the artisans crafting the
design industry’s favorite goods.
Trends

Individual themes like color and material
unify the products and people we celebrate
in each edition.

ARCHITECTURE ROLAND + BROUGHTON PHOTO JOSHUA MCHUGH

The Editor
Amy Sneider is the founding editor of
aspire design and home magazine. From
its inception it was important to Sneider
to work with emergent and eminent
architects, artisans, designers, developers
and tastemakers, to present a global guide
to in-depth and varied views of beauty and
shelter that stirs imagination. Under her
artful direction the magazine has grown
exponentially, while never straying from its
foremost intentions. “aspire represents quiet
and varied ideas of beauty and shelter,” says
Sneider. “We like to savor the subjects and
the images, with large dedications to their art
and talent, to create inspiring conversations.”

PLUS

SWEET and SAVORY
KITCHENS

2022 Editorial Calendar

INTERIOR DESIGN JEFF SCHLARB DESIGN STUDIO
PHOTO AUBRIE PICK

STYLING MARTIN JACOBS
PHOTO KARL ROGERS

INTERIOR DESIGN PULP DESIGN STUDIOS/DEMETRIOU ARCHITECTS
PHOTO ADAM ROUSE

INTERIOR DESIGN LAUREEN ROSSOUW AND RENÉE ROSSOUW
PHOTO GREG COX
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Commitment: 1/13/2022

Commitment: 4/15/2022
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Commitment: 10/14/2022

Ad File Due Date: 1/20/2022

Ad File Due Date: 4/22/2022

Ad File Due Date: 7/22/2022

Ad File Due Date: 10/21/2022

Magazine On Sale: 3/15/2022

Magazine On Sale: 6/14/2022

Magazine On Sale: 9/13/2022

Magazine On Sale: 12/13/2022
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BLACK
+
WHITE

*ALL DATES AND THEMES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Demographics
Our Readers
Average Age: 47
Female: 71% | Male: 29%
Married: 68%
College Degree: 71%
Post Graduate Degree: 32%
Average Net Worth: $2,250,000
Average Household Income $375,000
Average Home Value: $1,450,000
Percentage Owning 2+ Homes: 43%
Where They Spend
Remodeling job: 75%
Real Estate purchase: 14%
Average amount spent on remodel: $500,000+
Average spent on kitchen remodel: $250,000+
Average spent on bathroom remodel: $75,000+
Average spent on architect/builder/contractor: $400,000+
Average spent on home purchase: $1,700,000+
Trust Factor
Takes an action from reading: 80%
Saves, earmarks or clips ads: 43%
Researches advertisers: 55%
Researches a promoted product: 63%
How They Engage
Read every issue: 62%
Read 3 of 4 issues: 73%
Median time spent reading: 65 minutes
ARCHITECTURE + INTERIOR DESIGN HACIN+ASSOCIATES
PHOTO MICHAEL STAVARIDIS

Strategic Circulation
aspire’s distribution strategy is highly targeted and unique, placing the magazine in the qualified hands of affluent design enthusiasts,
industry events and show house attendees, and A&D trade.

329,844
52,404
382,248

Printed Copies
Digital Issues Downloads
Combined Print & Digital
Total Readership

877,014

*

*2.5 Readers per printed copy

Major Market % of Circulation
PACIFIC

3.5% NORTHWEST
BOSTON

5%

BAY AREA

VAIL
ASPEN
DENVER

2.8%
11.8%

DETROIT

18.9%

NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

WASHINGTON DC

7.4%
10.9%

3.2%
4.6%

LOS ANGELES 13.2%

6.35%
7.3% ATLANTA
10%
11%

STRATEGIC
DATABASE
• High Networth Readers

STRATEGIC
NEWSSTAND
$12.95 cover price

PREMIUM
DISTRIBUTION

• In-room placement in
world-class Hotels and Resorts

• Interior Designers
• Kitchen & Bath Designers

• 350+ Whole Foods

• Industry Events

• Realtors

• 600+ Barnes & Noble stores

• Design Showrooms

• Developers

• 1,500+ destination newsstands
in key U.S. markets

• Galleries

• Architects

• Luxury aircraft and
yacht owners

HOUSTON

INTERNATIONAL

PALM BEACH
FORT LAUDERDALE
MIAMI

4.9%

4%

• FBO Networks*

PLACEMENT STRATEGY:
• 1,500+ airport newsstands U.S.
and international, (London, Paris,
Milan)

• Paid Subscribers

TEXAS

• aspire Events

PLUS: BONUS DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
Bonus digital editions sent to aspire design and home email database.

Distribution Breakdown

SUBSCRIBERS
&
DIRECT MAIL

64%

DESIGN
COMMUNITY

16%

7%
9%

3.5%
4.5%

MarketWatch
INTRODUCING MARKETWATCH

Keeping your eye on the industry – and keeping the industry’s eyes on your products – can be time consuming and expensive. So, we created an
up-to-the-minute “design fair” in our print and digital pages, where you can present the latest and greatest from your brand in multiple key ways:
MarketWatch

A&D
BUILDING

MarketWatch

The editors of aspire design and home visited the premier source for kitchens and baths—the
Architects and Designers Building— where you can shop hundreds of top tier brands to
create the perfect environment for your home. The design talent in the building’s showrooms
can show you the best in design from all over the world. Located at 150 East 58th Street,
the 11 floors and 40 showrooms feature luxury kitchens, baths, appliances, cabinetry, tile,
flooring, carpeting, shading technology, lighting, bespoke furnishings, and more. The A&D
Building offers leading architects, designers, and discerning homeowners the finest collection
of premium brands to suit any style—from modern to transitional to traditional—under one
roof. Explore the latest innovations for kitchens and baths and find everything you need to
create the most beautifully designed and functional spaces. adbuilding.com

W E E K LY
PROMOTION

HOME FURNISHINGS

KITCHEN

PRINT

BATH

APPLIANCES

OUTDOORS

DRUMMONDS
The Whitewater tub, designed in collaboration with designer Susie
Atkinson, is a refreshing interpretation of the classic slipper tub. It
features tapered feet, gently curved, contoured sides, and comes in four
bespoke finish options: polished, painted, primed, or raw metal.

Americh

SCAVOLINI
The Formalia kitchen—designed in partnership with designer Vittore Niolu—lends
character, elegance, and sophistication. Formalia has shaped doors and drawers with
handles at the top, available in black and titanium.

APPLIANCES

OUTDOORS

UPCOMING MARKETS

Americh
The Orlenas smaller size makes it the
perfect freestanding option for designs
within challenging spaces or for bathers
with a confortable, more intimate space
in mind. Its 16›› interior depth makes it
easy to step in and out of the bath while
the integral linear drain still allows a good
depth of water for soaking.

Americh
Americh

POGGENPOHL
The +STAGE storage unit is equipped with pocket doors
that open to reveal a home bar—outfitted here with
integral lighting and a wine refrigerator.

P R IN T

Up to 2 images for a HALF PAGE
and up to 4 images for a FULL PAGE
PRINT MARKETWATCH
Showcase your product with a
full page of text and images that’s
almost indistinguishable from our
editorial coverage. Offer readers
the chance to explore your line to
its limits by presenting a variety
of images or let them zoom in
on one great new offering with
a sumptuous full page photo. A
carefully-crafted text description
also helps your product pop.

UP

The ROC Collection products are
constructed with mineral cast materials

Tutilizing
O the ﬁnest natural organic
components combined with specialized
agents to form a natural stone solid
surface tub.

WORDS

WEEKLY

WLEYE K L Y
WEEK

A weekly email report to view the latest trends,
practical design solutions, innovations in
design, and new and exciting materials from
cutting edge brands across the globe.

BATH
APPLIANCES
OUTDOORS
UPCOMING
APPLIANCES
OUTDOORS
UPCOMING
MARKETSMARKETS

BILOTTA KITCHENS
In a galley-style kitchen redo, designer Patrick J. Hamilton teamed up with
Bilotta Kitchens senior designer Thomas Vecchio to create a style they
dubbed, “cleaned up traditional.” The client requested a palette of cool and
warm greys, accented by marble with distinct veining.
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EGGERSMANN
A modern, streamlined kitchen includes Paso cabinets in Nana Grigio and
Vancouver in Fineline Grigio. Refrigeration by Sub-Zero; oven, range, and hood
by Wolf; dishwasher by Miele.
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HOME FURNISHINGS

JENNAIR
The Noir Wall Oven is a powerful cooking system enclosed in a sleek, volcanic
glass package. The V2 Vertical Dual-Fan convection system delivers precise,
even heat for recipes that you can discover at a touch of a button.

KITCHEN
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The Orlenas smaller size makes it the perfect freestanding option
for designs within challenging spaces or for bathers with a
confortable, more intimate space in mind.
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WORDS

ONLINE

Up to 10 photographs
and 80 - 100 words
MARKETWATCH ONLINE
FULL
AGE
There’s only room for a handfulP of
MarketWatch pages in each issue
of aspire design and home, but
MarketWatch partnership keeps
going online. We’ll help you
feature up to eight images and
300 words that showcase your
product to our curated audience
of designers, industry insiders
and true design enthusiasts –
giving them a reason to choose
your quality craftsmanship when
comparison shopping.
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Your MarketWatch
partnership can also go directly
to them in our weekly aspire
newsletter. Readers look
forward to spotting design
industry trends, innovations
and solutions. Along with that
comes additional opportunity
to showcase your product as
readers plan their next projects.
+
FULL PAGE
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Platforms

ASPIRE
D E S I GNE R S H OW H OUS E
PRODUCERS

| CURATORS

Along with our presence across all
major social media platforms, our
website allows us to interact with
our highly engaged audience on
a daily basis. From international
design inspirations, to local makers’
stories, we’re using our digital
platform to meet the needs of all
design enthusiasts.

We bridge design communities
across the country through
the promotion and coverage
of our Aspire Design Tour
programming. Each cutting-edge
educational and networking
event starts here.

A dedicated space for readers
to explore aspire sponsored
DESIGNER SHOW HOUSES.
Designer profiles, exclusive
Show House photography, and
Shop the Show House features
that highlight the unique talent
and products that go into each
Show House.

aspiredesignandhome.com

aspiredesigntour.com

aspireshowhouse.com

Digital Offerings

With so many ways to reach potential clients online today, it’s easy to become overwhelmed. Don’t be.
Mix and match from the wide variety of digital outreach opportunities below.
ALL DIGITAL OFFERINGS
CUSTOM CONTENT
Text and images you’ve provided
will be included on the aspire
Home Page Carousel (at our
discretion) and shared once on
aspire’s Facebook and Pinterest.

SOURCEBOOK
Your company listing – including
name, up to 5 locations, social
media links, company overview,
photo gallery and Google maps
links – in our invaluable resource.

Average Monthly Page Views: 2M+
Average Monthly Social Media
Impressions: 335K+

LOOKBOOK
Your product’s name,
description, photography,
hyperlink to product site, and
one-time sharing on aspire’s
Facebook and Pinterest.
Monthly Page Views: 205K

Monthly Page Views: 186K

SPONSORED E-BLAST
A one-time e-blast to our eager
audience, including an image
and text you’ve provided
with a hyperlink.
Average Open Rate: 22.43%
Average Click Rate: 9%
Total List: 120K

Native Content
Social

Facebook Post
Instagram Post
Instagram Story
Instagram Story Takeover
Ad Placements

MARKETWATCH
Your product or brand
highlighted with images
and text you’ve provided,
formatted as part of our
trend-forward MarketWatch
presences – print, digital,
and e-blast.

CURATED CHILL
PODCAST
Options may include conversation
with your brand representative,
discussion of your product
or brand or more traditional
ad copy – depending on
your preferences.

E-Newsletter Ad
Sponsored E-Blast
Leaderboard Ad
Square Rectangle Ad
Tall Rectangle Ad
Other

LookBook
SourceBook
MarketWatch
“Curated Chill” Podcast
Rates available upon request.

550,000+
Average Monthly
Visitors

2.5M+

Average Monthly
Page Views

21

Number of
Pages/Session

1,000,000+

Average Monthly Social
Media Impressions

50%
Age
25-44

71%
Age
25-54

Digital Packages
PACKAGE #1

PACKAGE #2

PACKAGE #3

STORY TELLING FOR YOUR BRAND

PRODUCTS WE LOVE

BRAND MEET-AND-GREET

Storytelling is central to why consumers make decisions. It’s
how they picture your brand fitting into their own stories and
how they imagine themselves showing off their new purchase
to friends. It’s an invitation to participate in a lifestyle that
extends far beyond themselves. Nobody succeeds like aspire
at showing readers how your brand fits into their lifestyle –
and making sure it’s on their mind when making purchasing
decisions. This package includes:

Everyone loves a great recommendation, and there’s
none greater than being among the “Products We
Love.” Curated by aspire editor and design royalty
Samantha Emmerling, this feature reaches a curated
list of over 55k interior design professionals every
month. Our audiences turn to “Products We Love”
to keep up with what’s on-trend and which must-have
products should be on their lists right now. Here’s
what comes as part of this neatly-wrapped package:

(1x) Piece of Native Content – either supplied by
the client or developed by the aspire editorial team –
optimized for maximum attention and featured on
aspiredesignandhome.com.
*Option of client supplied or developed by the aspire editorial team

Net Value: $10,000
(1x) Instagram Post promoting your content.
Net Value: $3,000
(1x) Facebook Post promoting your content.
Net Value: $2,000
(1x) 14-day Advertisement on aspiredesignandhome.com
homepage.
Net Value: $6,000

Total Value: $20,000
Package Cost: $12,000

Product Feature on the aspire design and home
website in our exclusive designer product resource,
LookBook.
Net Value: $3,000
(1x) This item featured in the “Products We Love”
section of our weekly aspire design and home
newsletter, including image, description and a link
to your product in our LookBook.
Net Value: $6,000

When it comes time to make a major purchase,
designers and decor enthusiasts tend to buy the
brands they know. So, we’ve arranged a perfect way
to introduce your brand to our desirable audience of
interior design professionals and affluent consumers.
We know they turn to aspire design and home in
print, on the web and on social media. Here’s how
this package makes sure they see you there:
(1x) Listing among the top brands in our invaluable
industry compendium, SourceBook.
Net Value: $6,000
(1x) Item in our perfect product showcase
LookBook, which includes photography and a
description of your product, a hyperlink to purchase
or get more information, and one-time sharing on
aspires’s Facebook and Pinterest accounts.
Net Value: $3,000

(1x) Sharing of your product on aspires’s Pinterest.
Net Value: $1,500

Total Value: $10,500
Package Cost: $7,000

Total Value: $9,000
Package Cost: $5,000
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CURATED
CHILL
HOSTED BY
JOSH COOPERMAN

Pop in those earbuds.
It’s time for your
favorite new podcast.

the

aspire design and home p odc a st

the

aspire design and home podcast

Curated Chill
Pop in those earbuds. It's time for your
favorite new podcast: Curated Chill.

WHY PODCAST NOW?
Podcasts are huge—forecast to be a billion
dollar market by 2021. Tech platforms like
Spotfiy and Apple Podcasts are making it
easier than ever for listeners to connect with
new podcasts that match their interests.
And—with 55% of the US population
listening to podcasts and nearly half of all
those listeners taking home a salary of more
than $75k per year. That’s plenty of upscale
ears you can be reaching while listeners
enjoy podcasts as they exercise, commute
and accomplish household tasks.
WHY CHOOSE A PODCAST
PARTNERED WITH ASPIRE
DESIGN AND HOME?
Podcasts connected to a trusted brand
invariably benefit from the exposure. We can
excite listeners about it via print and digital
messaging on a variety of content platforms.
What’s more, the aspire design and home
name opens doors—allowing us to offer
exclusive looks inside showhouses, design
fairs and the lives of working designers.
Further, we bring our carefully curated
audience of working designers, industry
insiders and consumers with a demonstrated
interest in buying the best.

the
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WHY CURATED CHILL?
Because we’ve got great taste, but we’re
totally cool about it.
What makes us stand out on the podcast
scene? First of all, our host Josh Cooperman
is a master interviewer, adept at getting the
best out of guests in both short and long
form conversations—and he boasts a wealth
of design knowledge.
But just as importantly: our guests. Sure,
we dish with major industry influencers, but
for the Curated Chill team, the work comes
first. So we’ll introduce listeners to both a
diverse array of design word voices shaping
the design of today and tomorrow. And
we’ll meet design journalists with unique
perspectives from covering the trends and
personalities making splashes on the scene.

Curated Chill is the ideal partner
for your brand. Continue on for
exciting specifics about how we
can spotlight your offerings.

TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING
Ready to roll? We can play your existing commercial
messaging at the top, middle or end of the show.
THANKS AND LINKS
At the beginning and end of each episode, we thank our
premium sponsors for making Curated Chill possible—
referring listeners to our web presence for more info. Each
episode will then have a home on our blog, where it will be
annotated with helpful avenues to more info about topics
discussed—and links to sites of our sponsors’ choosing.

Offerings
What does Curated
Chill offer our valued
advertising partners?
There are a variety of
ways we can seamlessly
incorporate messaging
about your products
and services, designed
to offer the right
audience connection.

the
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SOCIAL MEDIA
As part of our robust promotion of the show via social
media, we will create posts for each episode featuring an
exclusive Curated Chill clip, including a video montage
showcasing sponsor logos. These will be customized by
platform and featured on Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook
and beyond.
CONTENT YOU CAN USE
When we put together custom content for your brand, we’ll
provide what you need to feature it on your web presences
and social media. Have specific ideas about how you're
planning to share? We can adjust content to fit your needs.
BRAND SPOTLIGHT
Brand Spotlight partners will receive a custom branded
interview with an executive or designer representing your
brand - recorded both in audio for the podcast and video
for a dedicated social post. These will exist as part of a
regular "Brand Spotlight" segment, which our listeners will
anticipate and enjoy.

TITLE SPONSORSHIP
Want to pull more focus? For a 52-week commitment, your
position as Title Sponsor will entitle you to all the above
offerings—in addition to a special message crediting your
brand as our show's presenter and offering a brief brand
approbation, e.g. “Curated Chill, the aspire design and home
podcast, is presented by [YOUR BRAND], offering superior
performance and world-class service.”
SEGMENT SPONSORSHIP
Looking to promote an topic—such as art, charitable
initiatives, food and beverages, furniture, accessories or
awards? We can create a custom five-minute segment on the
subject of your choice, which we can then run in either one
or multiple episodes, depending on your preferences and
financial commitment.
LIVE BROADCAST SPONSORSHIP
Looking to spotlight your presence at a major design
event? We can create a podcast live from the floor and turn
it around to listeners ASAP, amplifying your investment
and giving attendees reasons to seek out your brand
representatives. This would be a full podcast episode
showcasing your brand, but it will also complement other
podcast coverage of the event—making sure your presence
stands out among audiences excited to attend.

Curated Chill is dedicated to finding the right
showcase for your brand, promoting custom
content enthusiastically, and providing all the
necessary tools for you to continue to use that
content however it best serves you.

THANK YOU MENTION
To run at the start and end of the episode, e.g. “Thank
you to our podcast sponsors, [name would go here] for
your partnership. For more information about our podcast
partners, visit aspire metro dot com slash curated chill.”

LIVE PODCASTS (BROADCASTS)
Live podcast record live from event or showroom. Then
a dedicated podcast episode featuring content from
your event.
RATE

RATE

Offerings
À La Carte

(Minimum 4-episode purchase)

INSTAGRAM TV/REEL AUDIO CLIP
Branded audio clip under a video montage featuring your
logo and a clip from your episode. aspire is releasing four
podcast sponsored mentions per week.
RATE

$1,200

LINKEDIN VIDEO POST
LinkedIn video post on aspire design and home page.

BRANDED SEGMENT
Five-minute custom segment around a partner and a
specific topic.
RATE

$700

CUSTOM BRANDED INTERVIEW WITH
BRAND PARTNER
Executive or designer which will be recorded in audio
(podcast interview) and video for dedicated social post.
Placed into a segment called “Brand Spotlight.”
RATE

BLOG POST
Blog post on aspiredesignandhome.com featuring your
episode with brand partner mention and link back to your
preferred site.
RATE

aspire design and home p odc a st

$11,000

$700

FACEBOOK VIDEO POST
Facebook video post on aspire design and home page.
RATE

$1,500

TITLE SPONSOR
52 week commitment, to receive all of the above and be
mentioned in each episode, “Curated Chill, the aspire design
and home podcast is presented by [YOUR BRAND].”
RATE

RATE

the

$3,500

$ 2,000 PER 4 EPISODES

$1,500

$2,500

All brand partners will receive copies of
branded content for distribution to their sites.
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Ad Rates & Specifications
NATIONAL AD RATES*

1x

2x

4x

C2 Gatefold

$39,300

$37,300

$36,800

C2 & Page 1 (Spread)

$30,625

$29,700

$28,950

Ad Size		

C4 Back Cover

$18,250

$17,200

$16,960

C3 Inside Back Cover

$16,740

$16,100

$15,450

2 Page Spread

$24,840

$24,300

$23,220

Full Page		

$14,365

$13,825

$13,285
*All rates listed are net.

MarketWatch

Rates on Request

Curated Chill Podcast Rates on Request

PRINT-READY AD
SUBMISSIONS
Send your hi-resolution PDF ad file (up to 10 MGs) to:

Shawn Lowe
shawn.lowe@aspiremetro.com

Files larger than 10 MGs can be uploaded our FTP site:

www.aspireone.wetransfer.com

Any questions please call the Art Department:
ALTERATION FEE There is a minimum $250 Alteration
Fee for ads not provided per the size specifications.

AD SPECIFICATIONS
MAGAZINE TRIM SIZE: 9” w X 10.875” ht

2 PAGE SPREAD
(PLEASE ALLOW FOR
1/2” TYPE SAFETY)

SINGLE PAGE

Design Fee $395 per insertion

TWO PAGE SPREAD
Design Fee $595 per insertion

FOR AD CREATION, PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING:
• High-res images must be a minimum of 300 DPI at final size. Do not re-sample and/or stretch a file larger
than the its original file.
• If font needs to be emailed they must be compressed and submitted as either an Open Type Face (OTC).
• Images must be supplied in JPG or TIFF format in CMYK.
• Logos are preferred in EPS format in CMYK.
• If an image needs to be converted to CMYK, aspire design and home will not be responsible for color
reproduction.
• No spot color.
*All ads created by aspire design and home are for aspire design and home usage only. An additional fee of
$1,000 will be charged to use ad file outside of aspire design and home magazine.

PRODUCTION
SCHEDULE*
Spring 2022

COLOR
ISSUE

Commitment: 1/13/2022
Ad File Due Date: 1/20/2022
Magazine On Sale: 3/15/2022

845-534-6110

18.5” wide x 11.125” ht
INCLUDES 1/8” BLEED

aspire design and home can create an ad for you.*

2022

Summer 2022

OUTDOOR
LIVING
ISSUE

Commitment: 4/15/2022
Ad File Due Date: 4/22/2022
Magazine On Sale: 6/14/2022

Autumn 2022

KITCHEN
+ BATH
ISSUE

Commitment: 7/15/2022

FULL PAGE

9.25” wide x 11.125” ht
INCLUDES 1/8” BLEED
(PLEASE ALLOW FOR
1/2” TYPE SAFETY)

Ad File Due Date: 7/22/2022
Magazine On Sale: 9/13/2022

Winter 2022/2023

BLACK

+ WHITE
ISSUE

FULL PAGE
(NO BLEED)
8” wide x 9.8” ht

Commitment: 10/14/2022
Ad File Due Date: 10/21/2022
Magazine On Sale: 12/13/2022
*ALL DATES AND THEMES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

& HUDSONONE MEDIA
ARCHITECTURAL

Partners since 2020

INTERLUDES

From strategy to distribution, our team of writers,
editors, digital experts, designers, and project managers
partner with influential companies to create
consumer and industry-specific branded magazines,
digital content, and innovative events.

COMPOSING A SUITE

seeking the sublime
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LLC

In addition to aspire design and home,
HudsonOne Media brands include Galerie, Cambria Style,
150E58 and Design Chicago.
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